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The coupled 7 operator formalism is applied to derive exact and approxi- 
mate selection rules that govern the rotational state distribution of products 
following an interaction between a diatomic molecule and a free atom. The 
analysis is performed for a two-channel system in which one of the atoms is 
infinitely heavy. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the past few years extensive work has been done on the quantum 
mechanical three-body exchange interaction. Most  of it was performed 
restricting the three particles to moving on a straight l ine--i .e,  the collinear 
system t .  Only very recently were efforts extended towards the coplanar system 
(where the motion of the three particles is constrained to a fixed plane) and the 
three-dimensional  system [2]. 

Recently an integral equation formalism has been presented, which enables 
the s tudy of exchange interactions between a bound system of two particles 
and a third free particle [3]. Also several examples were worked out by which 
the efficiency of the method was proved, both as an analytical tool to get a deeper 
insight into the nature of the interaction and as a device for obtaining numerical 
results [4]. 

In  this work use will be made of this formalism to extract selection rules and 
quasi selection rules that govern the rotational state distribution of products  
resulting f rom a certain type of three-body interaction. T h e  system that will 
be considered is composed of three atoms, A, B, and C, where the initial bound 
system is assumed to be BC, and A is the free particle. T h e  final product  might  
be either an excited molecule BC with A free again (inelastic collision) or a new 
grouping in which A and B are bound and C is free (exchange collision). T h e  
channels for creating either the bound system AC or the three free particles are 
assumed to be closed. In  addition, atom B is infinitely heavy and the inter- 
action is assumed to occur on a single potential energy surface. 

t Supported in part by the United States Atomic Energy Commission, Report Code 
CALT-767P4--98. 

$ Permanent address : Soreq Nuclear Research Center, Yavne, Israel. 
w Contribution Number 4587. 
t Since the literature on the collinear system is very extensive, we will mention only the 

detailed study by Truhlar and Kuppermann [1 ] and a recent review of the field by Levine 
[1]. Each of these includes an extensive list of references. 
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2. THE COUPLED SYSTEM OF INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 

The  formalism is based on the concept of the channel operators, %~ and 
r~s, which are related to the transition probabilities for going from an initial 
channel configuration a0 in state ]O(vr176 to either a final channel configuration 

in state ]O(vs) ) or to a final configuration channel t3 in state fO(v~))t (Up 
stands for a grouping of quantum numbers that characterizes the pth state). 
I t  has been shown that these two operators satisfy the following coupled system 
of equations : [3 a] 

rr162 V s + Vc, Go/~+T#~, 
(I) 

rp~-~ v~ + VpGos+r~s, 

where Vp is the perturbation in the pth channel and Gop + is the free Green's 
function in that channel : 

Got)+ = (E - Kp, + i~)-1. (2) 

E is the total energy and Kp is the unperturbed Hamiltonian. 
Equations (1) were shown [3 b] to evolve into the following sYstem of integral 

equations : 

1 

x u(vs~ A~)[vso)j(vf[R~)/Rs 
oe i 

- i  I drsr~ I d(cos As)u*(vslrs)V~(rs, Rs, As) 
o -1 

x E u(vB[rfl) (Vslt)(As, AsZ, A#)[vfl)FB(vPIRP) 
rB R B ' 

1 : ' ( 3 )  
x,~O, plRz)= J arzrz -,I a(cos Ap)u*(vzlrp)V~(rs, Rs, As) 

R---~ 

x u('s~ <,,zl~(Az, Azs, As)],'f)]>j(,,s~ 
Fs 

- i  ~ dr~rfl i d(cos Az)u*(vz[rfl)Vz(rz, ez,  Aft) 
o -1 

x E u(vs[r~) (vfllI2(Afl ' az~, A~)Iv~)Fs(vsIR~)/R~, 
1, a 

where Xp(vplRp) are the functions to be obtained and which yield the r-matrix 
elements through the integral 

(VpIrz~] vs) = ~ dRzj(vz[Rp)xp(vp[R;). (4) 
o 

]" Again, the literature is too extensive to list ; we will mention only a few textbooks in 
which most of the references can be found [5]. 
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Here j(.plRp) is a Ricatti-Bessel function. The  functions u(vplrp) are the 
vibrational eigenfunctions of the molecule, the variables rp and Rp stand for the 
internal coordinate and the relative motion coordinate, ;tp is the angle between 
rp and lip and ;too, is the angle between Rp and Rp,. 

The  functions Fp(vplRp) stand for 

1 ~ dRp,Xp(Vp[R,,)j(vplip<)h(v, lRp>), (5) Fp(vplRp)-g(vp) o 

where h(vp[Rp) is spherical Hankel function multiplied by K(vp). Rp and R< 
and R> represent the lesser and the greater of R and R'. 

The matrix elements ( ,'lalvo> stand for 

<.o'[n(; t ,  ,, aoo.;t )l.o> = / ko')A("olG, Ro), (6) 

where A(vol G, Rp) is the angular dependence part of the full eigenvector of the 
unperturbed Hamiltonian Kp, and co stands for the three Euler angles ~b, 0, (I). 
In case the atom that corresponds to the closed channel is infinitely heavy the 
following simplifications can be introduced : 

r p = R p ,  

I P#P'" (7) 
Ao = ;tp' = ;too' J 

Having introduced these relations the integration over the distances becomes 
independent of the integration over the angles, and consequently the latter can 
be performed directly. In what follows we will treat explicitly the first equation 
only. To do this let us write the potential in the form 

Vp(RB, R~,, ;t)= E V:(Rz, R~,)Pt(c~ a). (8) 
l 

Thus  equation (8) can be rewritten 
1 

X~,(v~,IR~,)=J(v~,~ Z ~ d(cos ;t)Pt(cos ;t)(v~lf~(;t, O, ;t)lv~ ~ 
l - 1  

x ? dR z u*(v=lRz)V:(Rp, R=)u(.fl]Ra) 
0 

1 

- Zu("zlR )Z I d(cos ;t)P,(cos ; t)<v~,lfi(; t  , ;t, ; t ) [vp)  
vo l - 1 

• ~ dR/~ u*(%lR/~)V{'(Rp, R~,)Fz(vzIRg ). (9) 
0 

We will introduce the following notations : 

(v, ]A zp(Rpl[vp,) = - i u(vp, IRe) ~ dRp, 
0 

x u*(%[Rp,)V:(Ry, R.)F..(u.,IRp,); pep', 
oo 

(v~,[D,(R~,)[ v~,o)=j(v~,OIR~,) ! dR u*(v, IR)V{'(R Re, ) u(vo~olR), I 

(vzlEt(Rz) I v~~ =u(v.~ ~ dR u*(vzlR)V/R~, R)j(v~~ 
0 

(lo) 
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(~[/,Dlufl>= S, d(cos A)P, (cos ~)(vola(a, o, a)l~:>,  

l 
(11) 

and consequently equation (3) takes the form 

X~,(,,~,IR~,) -- Y~ (v~,lD,(R~,)[,,~,~ ~ 
l 

+ E g <,,=lA:(R~)[,,p><u=lI:l,,~,>, 
ve l 

x~(,,plnp)= 2 <"plE,(R,~)I"2>(~plI:I"2> 
l 

+ Z E (~plA/(R~)I ~=>(vpl/:l,@, 
Va 1 

(12) 

Since (up I I,D I ~p0> and ( vp I1:1 ~, ) are independent of the form of the potential 
they can be determined explicitly : 

<~, lh~l ~) = (- l)Jp+:p'+JM(l, lp, jp,, J; I/,,I/,) ] 
and l (13) 

< Vp, [I,D I up ) = ( - 1 )Je+Jp'M(l, jp, lp, J ; jp,, Ip), 

where 

M(l, Ji, a, J ;  b , / i )= [(2/i+ 1 ) . (2j i+ l)]l/2C(l, l~, a; O, O) 

xC( l , j~ ,b ;O,O)W( l ,  ji,  a , J  ; b,l~). (14) 

The C(l, li, a; 0, 0) and the C(l, Ji, b; 0, 0) are Clebsh-Gordan coefficients 
which are equal to zero unless l+ / .~+a=even or l + j i + b = e v e n  respectively 
and W(l, j~, a, J;  b, l~) are the Racah coefficients t .  

3. DERIVATION OF THE EXACT AND APPROXIMATE SELECTION RULES 

In what follows we will discuss the isotropic case, for which exact selection 
rules exist, independent of the nonisotropic case for which only quasi selection 
rules can be found. 

3.1. The isotropic case 
Since the potential has now only one term (the zero-order terms V0 ~ and 

V0P ) the coupled system of the integral equations takes the form 

X=(v= IR~ ) __ (u~,lDo(R~,)[~,o)(,,lioDI , ,o)  ] 
- ~ (v~lno~(&)lvp)(v=lZoElV:)' 

(15) 
x:(vplRp ) = <ualEo(R:)lu:)(,,plioE[ ~o> 

t We employ the conventions used in [6]. 
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It can be easily shown that 

[ I~ I "25 -- 1 (16) 

and substituting these 3 functions into (15) leads to a partial decoupling of the 
system of equations. However, it can easily be shown that only one sub- 
system possesses all inhomogeneous terms whereas the other ones do not have 
any terms of this kind and consequently their solutions are identically zero. 
The non-trivial solution exists therefore only for those X~(v~]R~) functions 
that have J~=J~o and l~=l~o and for those X~(v#[R#) that have j#=l~o and 
l# = J~o, in other words : 

X~(v~[R~){ r fOrotherwise,J~,=j=o,l~,=l=o, 

XP(v~[RP){ ~00 fOrotherwise.J~=l~o,l#=j~o, 

(17) 

From these equations we can immediately derive the corresponding relations 
for the T matrix elements. Recalling equation (4) we obtain 

(18) 
{ r  for j = - "  -j o, = l=o, 

(non-reactive) T(v~ Iv= ~ 
0 otherwise, 

(reactive) T( vZ] v~ ~ f r 0 
( =0 

for j# = l~o, lp= J=o, 

otherwise. 
(19) 

3.2. The anisotropic case 
To study this case let us write equation (8) in the slightly different form 

/(P)m~x 
Vp(R~, Rp, A)= E a*PVzP(R~, RB)Pt(c~ ~), (8') 

l=O 

where p is either a or ft. 
The coefficients alp are measures of size of the corresponding potential 

terms and consequently all the VzP(R~, R#) are assumed to be of the same 
order of magnitude in the range of interest. 

To make the analysis simpler it will be assumed that the potential is composed 
of two terms only and the generalization will be performed later. Thus : 

Vc,(Re, R~, ?t) = ao ~ Vo~(Rp, R~) + a ~ V~(Rp, R~,)P t(cos h), 
( 

Vz(R~,, Rp ~) = aoPVoZ(R~, RZ) + a flVt(R~, , Rp)Pl(cos A). J 
(s") 
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Consequently,  when l #O  and a t r  the coupled system of integral equations 
takes the form 

+a?(,,~ID,(R=)I,,2>(,,=I1/'I,,2> 
- ao ~ E <"= IAo=(R~)I ~:><~'= I / : l  ~> 

v3 

x,e( ,': IRa ) = au ~ ( vg lEo(R:) ] ,, o > ( ~'a 1 lo ~ [ v= ~ ( 20  ) 

+ a :'< ,,:le,(R,~) l , ,:><,,alI : l  ,,2> 

-- ao# ~. ( v elAde(RB)[ v~) ( vo~ I I:1 "a> 
va  

u a  

T o  analyse these 
homogeneous terms. 
the IDS and the IEs which obey the following rules : 

o [ # o  

equations we have first to s tudy the values of the in- 
All of them depend on the initial state l u~ ~ through 

l==l~o ; j==j=o, ] 

I otherwise, 

II~,o-ll<~l~<~l~o+l; Ij~o-ll<~j~<~j~o+l; I 
[l=-j=] <J<~l~+j~ ; j~+l+j~o=even, ~ 

l~ + l +  l~o = even, J otherwise, 

(21) 

(~:lI:l~2)/#~ 

l~,=j~,o,j~,=l~,, 

otherwise, 

II.o-ll<<.j~<~l.o+l; [j~o-l[<lB<j.o+l; (22) 

II:-j:l <~J<~l~+j~; j~+l+l~,o=even, 
lp + l + J~o = even, 

otherwise. 

In  what follows we will not refer to the last three inequalities in each expression 
(these are the ' obvious ' ones, i.e. conservation of the total angular momen tum 
and the conservation of parity) and only refer to the first two. Accordingly, 
the 1Es and /Ds that are different f rom zero as well as the corresponding Xp 
functions (with the identical quantum numbers)  and r matrix elements will be 
called the ' l range terms ' or the ' l range functions '. Le t  us start by consider- 
ing a transition from the initial state to some final ' l range ' state. T o  a first 
approximation this transition is expected to be more favourable than any other 
one because there is a non-zero probabili ty for a one-step transition from the 
initial state into this state. (This  is due to a non-zero inhomogeneous term).  
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If the inhomogeneous term in equation (20) are taken to be the zero approxima- 
tion to the exact solution (the Born Approximation) then, recalling equation (4), 
one notices that the corresponding ~- matrix element is linearly proportional to 
the respective a s. Thus  the larger the value of a z (which means a relatively 
larger contribution of t h e / t h  term in the potential expansion) the larger will be 
the expected transition probability. If, on the other hand, a given state is 
outside the ' l range ', its zero approximation to the transition probability is 
zero (because the respective inhomogeneous term in the equations is zero) and 
consequently the ~ matrix element will be proportional to a product of a's 
which in general results in a weaker transition, because in most physical cases a 
product of two a's is smaller than each a. 

The  generalization to the case where more than two terms are included in 
the potential expression is straightforward and therefore does not need more 
consideration. 

4. DISCUSSION 

In the analysis performed in the last section we have shown that in a two- 
channel problem where one mass is infinitely heavy, one can get significant 
information on the distribution of rotational states of products by considering 
the terms in the expansion of the potential in Legendre polynomials. 

For a given initial state specified by the pair of rotational quantum numbers 
(j 0, 10), two sets of rotational quantum numbers {j i, . . . ,  jan} and {jzx, . . . ,  
jzm} can be generated. The first set contains the states to which a rotational 
transition might occur duc to an inelastic collision, whereas the second contains 
those to which a rotational transition might occur in case of an exchange inter- 
action. It was found that the ~ set contains the initial state j 0  (and not neces- 
sarily a state corresponding to I o) and, in general, states specified by rotational 
numbers in the vicinity of j o. The ~ set contains a state specified by the 
number l~ 0 and, in general, the other numbers in the set are in the vicinity of 10 

In order to predict if a given transition is expected to be of importance or 
not, one has to find /(~)= [j _ j0[  in case of an inelastic transition or 
l(Z)= [jz_/0[ in case of a reactive one. Having these numbers and assuming 
the expansion of the potential in terms of Legendre polynomials is known, 
the next step is to see whether l(p ) (where p stands for either ~ or 8) is larger 
than /(P)m~x where/(P)max is the largest l in the expansion. In case l(p) >/(P)max, 
the respective transition is expected to be of relatively low significance. The  
same holds if l(p)< l(P)max, but the various l's for which l(p)< l correspond to ass 
of relatively small values. If, on the other hand, l(p)< l(P),n~x and there exists at 
least one l for which l>  l(t ,), and the corresponding a I is relatively large, then the 
transition is expected to be of a relatively high probability. 

In general, one would expect the expansion to be only of a few terms and 
consequently the sets {j~} and {j~} would be small (but around j 0  and l~0, 
respectively). 

In case the potential is angular independent (the isotropic case), a stronger 
argument can be made. It  turns out that once the molecular internal rotational 
quantum number  j~0 and the orbital quantum number l o of reagents are specified, 
the rotational quantum numbers of the final products are uniquely determined. 
It  was proved that in the inelastic channel no rotational transitions occur, 
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whereas in the reactive one the new molecule is formed in a single rotational 
state with the rotational quantum number  j ~ =  10. 

Similar results, although less restrictive, are expected in a system 
B C +  A ~ A B  + C where B is relatively heavy but  finite. An example of such 
a two-channel  system is the ( H F + L i )  system t .  Here,  mF>>mLi , m E and the 
possibility of forming the product  L i H  is highly unfavoured because of the high 
endothermici ty  of the reaction H F  + Li  ~ L i H  + F. 

I would like to thank Dr. A. Kupp e rm an n  of the California Inst i tute of 
Technology for going through the manuscript  as well as for making significant 
comments  and helpfully discussing the work with me. I am also grateful to 
Dr. D. J. Kour i  of the Universi ty of Houston for many helpful and critical 
conversations on the subject. 
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